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Happy Birthday
Enjoy this book x love Grandad

You are invited to go on a trip to the zoo!



Robert was so excited to see the animals in the zoo,
Like elephants, giraffes and sea lions too.

First Robert saw the penguins, in the ice cold pool,
Robert could see the little blue penguins all fluffy
and small.

Robert knew some penguins live in places with snow,
But there are more facts about penguins to know.





Next Robert saw the elephants with their big floppy ears,
Robert was intrigued and had no fears.

The elephants were throwing sand on their backs,
Their giant feet left enormous tracks!

Robert liked the elephants, they looked big and slow,
But there are more facts about elephants to know.





Next Robert saw the giraffes, with their heads held high,
Stretching up, they could nearly reach the sky!

Munching on leaves on the tops of the trees,
About to lie down, the giraffe crouched on his knees.

Robert saw how tall a giraffe could grow,
But there are more facts about giraffes to know.





Next Robert saw the meerkats standing tall on their mound,
Searching for insects buried deep underground.

One of the meerkats was on the lookout for danger,
When a predator was spotted, they ran from the stranger. 

Robert enjoyed watching the meerkats burrow,
But there are more facts about meerkats to know.





All standing together, their stripes become a blur! 

Grazing in a field, they had lots of room to roam,
Munching on grass, the zebras looked at home.

Robert liked the striped zebras, black and white in a row,
But there are more facts about zebras to know.

Next Robert visited the zebras with their amazing striped fur.





Next Robert saw the crocodiles, their mouths open wide,
They looked quite scary with their scaly hides.

The crocs lay in the sun so they didn’t get cold,
That’s how reptiles keep their temperature controlled.

Robert counted the crocodile’s teeth on show,
But there are more facts about crocodiles to know.





Next Robert went to see the parrots, all colorful and bright.
The birds flew around, giving Robert a fright!

There was a cheeky little parrot eating fruit from its foot,
Robert found them amazing, and wanted to stay put.  

Robert liked the colorful birds but it was soon time to go,
But there are more facts about parrots to know.





Next Robert went to see the lions roar.
The children were amazed, but wanted to see more.

The male lion had a big furry mane,
Robert wanted to stroke it, but knew that was insane!

Robert liked how the lion’s mane seemed to glow,
But there are more facts about lions to know.





Robert then went to see the chimpanzees at play,
These were the children’s favorite, they could watch
them all day.

The chimps were swinging from tree to tree,
In the huge jungle gym they were happy as could be.

Robert liked the chimps, they put on a good show,
But there are more facts about chimpanzees to know.





Next Robert went to see the sea lion show.
Sea lions can jump through hoops you know.

The sea lion waved at Robert and friends.
Robert didn’t want the day to end!

Robert saw swimming sea lions, through the water flow,
But there are more facts about sea lions to know.





The day had come to an end, it was nearly time to go.
The animals had been great, they put on a good show.

But Robert and friends had one last stop,
They went to buy stuffed animals from the gift shop.

The children were amazed by the facts they now knew,
But now it was time to say goodbye to the animals in the zoo.



Hope you enjoyed this book,

Robert!



Written by Kat Whittingham

Illustrated by Rebecca King
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Is your child animal mad? This personalized book takes them 
on a trip to the zoo so they can see all the wonderful animals 
while learning interesting facts about them. A quirky rhyming story 

includes your child’s name within the narrative, keeping them 
engaged as they learn. 

 
From gigantic elephants to burrowing meerkats, your child will meet 
them all. Not only are there cute illustrations of the animals within 

the zoo, but there are also real photographs of the exotic beasts, 
with attention-grabbing fact pages, making this story both fun 

and educational. Your special message is included on the opening 
page, making this a gift to be truly treasured. Can your child spot 

their name in each illustration?

Written by Kat Grant and illustrated by Rebecca King
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